CHAMPION DE LUXEMBOURG DE BEAUTE.
ATTRIBUTION REGULATIONS.
Introductory comments:
1. Terms referring to natural persons are applicable to both genders and numbers.
2. Definitions :
- L.Ch. : Champion de Luxembourg de Beauté.
- FCL : Fédération Cynologique Luxembourgeoise.
- CACL : Certificat d’Aptitude au Champion de Luxembourg.
- Centrale: member of the FCL.
- FCI : Fédération Cynologique Internationale.
- Club: association, member of a Centrale or affiliated to a Centrale.
The title L.Ch will be awarded by the FCL, on the owner's request to a dog which has
achieved:
a) Two CACL, at two international dog shows organized by the FCL, under two
different judges, recognized by the FCI.
b) One CACL, at an international dog show organized by the FCL, in combination
with one CACL at a Club Special dog show, sponsored by the FCL, under two
different judges, recognized by the FCI.
c) One CACL, at one international dog show organized by the FCL, in “Champion
class” (FCI acknowledged titles only).
d) Three CACL on national shows organized either by the FCL, by a Centrale or by a
Club, this from 01/01/2018 and under three different judges, recognized by the FCI.
One of these three CACL must be obtained at a show, may be national or
international and organized either by the FCL or by a Centrale.
If a dog has obtained two CACL-Reserve in the context of special breed shows
organized either by a Club or by a Centrale, it is important to indicate that these two
CACL-Reserve have the value of one CACL.
Should the CACL be awarded to a dog, to which the title L.CH. has been approved and
awarded already, on the day of the show, the CACL can be transferred to the dog having
obtained the CACL-Reserve.
The CACL is awarded as well to dog and bitch in the following classes:
Champion class - Working class - Intermediate class - Open class.
The validity of the CACL is unlimited in time.

Approval request of the title of champion of Luxembourg:
The title of L.Ch. will be awarded by the secretary of the FCL, on a written request, with
the form provided for this purpose and adding a copy of the pedigree.
Processing fees of Euro 35.00 are to be paid in parallel with the application to the account
of the FCL:
BGL BNP Paribas :
IBAN LU69 0030 7513 9769 0000
BIC/SWIFT Code: BGLLLULL

The application, on the form provided for, must be sent to one of the following addresses:
fcldogoffice@gmail.com
or
F.C.L. asbl
B.P. 69
L-4901 Bascharage

Establishment of Luxembourg Junior and Veteran Champion certificates:
These diplomas are to be requested with the same form as the title L.Ch. by paying
processing fees of Euro 20.00

